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Abstract –Firewall is one of the well known network-based
security devices that have been widely used since the initial days
of computer network security. Firewall is designed to allow or
reject network traffic depending on firewall rules that displays
the types of packets should be accepted or rejected in protected
network. Currently growth complexity in network is high and
it’s very common to find firewall policies consisting of many
rules.
Packet filtering is the one of the major contemporary firewall
design techniques. An important design goal is to arrive at the
decision at the packet only [1]. Firewall access rule list consists of
rules which are sequentially checked. This implies that firewall
filtering overhead and costing will be higher when the order of
the matching rules is higher. Hence it is vital, to minimize the
filtering overhead. It’s critical to have necessary ordering of
rules in the firewall rule set. Firewall validates all inbound and
outbound packets by analyzing data packet and then by
comparing packets with many firewall rules, that defines
whether to accept or discard the traffic. It is very important to
improve the firewall policies to improve performance of
network.
Index Terms – Firewall, Security, Filtering, Traffic.

1. INTRODUCTION
Firewall validates all inbound and outbound packets by
analyzing data packet and then by comparing packets with
many firewall rules, that defines whether to accept or discard
the traffic. With increasing reliance on the Internet, security
remains a top concern due to the increase in number of
potential sources of attack networks require protection from
unintentional incidents and malicious acts [1].
It is very important to improve the firewall policies to
improve performance of network. The overall performance of
a firewall is crucial in enforcing and administrating security,
especially when the network is under attack. The continuous
growth of the Internet, coupled with the increasing
sophistication of the attacks, is placing stringent demands on
firewall performance [2]. So firewall optimization has a great
demand to get good performance. Exiting research efforts
developed techniques for either intra-firewall or inter-firewall
optimization within a single administrative domain [3].
Network performance is mostly dependent on efficient
performance of firewall as decision has to be made whether to
accept or reject [4]. Current solutions and technical methods
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suffer various issues and drawbacks. The critical drawback is
least awareness of packet traffic leading to multiple sequential
comparison and overhead in computation. In our proposed
optimized firewall system we try to improve performance of
firewall by accepting or denying packet at the earliest.
The approach considers dynamic packet traffic scenarios and
creates a dynamic firewall access rule set which leads to
converting rules into binary format using BDD data structure.
The Optimized Firewall will dynamically understand traffic
behavior pattern and adaptively modifies the access firewall
rules to avoid critical degradation in performance due to the
dynamic traffic pattern and binary conversion.
Packet filter firewall is the common core component of the
any network monitoring tool, which processes every packet
header and passes those packets according to filter rules
present in the access list [5]. Packet filter firewall is the
common core component of the any network monitoring tool,
which processes every packet header and passes those packets
according to filter rules present in the access list [6]. Multidimensional firewall optimization is proven to be NP hard.
This has led the research community to focus on Developing
various “optimization” heuristics to make firewalls more
efficient and dependable [7].
2. RELATED WORK
Gopal Pault et. al, [1] presents an approach in which packet
filtering is done based on a binary decision diagram as it
improves the storage and look up time for access rule
Comparison.BDD approach also improves the packet
comparisons compared to list based packet filter. Subrata
Acharya et. al, [2] propose an approach to consider traffic
based factors for optimizing firewall. They provide a
technique to reorder the access rules based on pattern of
traffic of packets and then do the packet filter thus reducing
comparison computation overhead. P. R. Kadam et. al, [3]
provides few techniques used for removal of rule redundancy
and leading this work to the searching of malicious user in the
system. Anssi Kolehmainen, [4] provides few algorithms used
for firewall optimization that emphasize minimizing memory
usage and others minimizing execution time. Hongxin Hu et.
al. [5] proposed a novel anomaly management framework that
facilitates systematic detection and resolution of firewall
policy anomalies. A rule-based segmentation mechanism and
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a grid-based representation technique were introduced to
achieve the goal of effective and efficient anomaly analysis.
Ravi Shankar P et. al.[7] proposed an optimized classification
approach for internet traffic by analyzing the behavior of the
nodes for allowing or disconnection of the incoming node by
computing the posterior probabilities of the factors with
respect to the node.
Zouheir Trabelsi et. al, [8] proposes the technique to improve
firewall packet filtering time through optimizing the order of
security policy filtering fields for early packet rejection.
Hazem Hamed et. al, [9] proposed mechanism is based on the
optimization of the filtering fields order according to traffic
statistics. First method is a novel algorithm for maximizing
early rejection of unwanted flows with minimal impact on
other flows. Second method is a new packet filtering dynamic
optimization technique that uses statistical search trees to
utilize traffic characteristics and minimize the average packet
matching time. A. El-Atawy et. al [10] proposed different
schemes that focus on statistical filtering to improve average
packet filtering time.
3. OPTIMIZED FIREWALL
Our approach tries to optimize the existing firewall by
creating a dynamic optimized rule set that permits to deny and
accept packets at the earliest with minimal computational
overhead. We created dynamic optimized access rules set
depending on the pattern of packet traffic; later this optimized
rule set goes through Binary Decision Diagram for binary
conversion. The optimized rule set created will enhance
packet rejection at the earliest and minimize overhead in
computation. The results clearly indicate that the proposed
traffic-aware optimization strategies have great potential to
significantly improve the performance of firewalls and reduce
their operational cost.
A. Architecture of proposed optimized firewall

In Optimized Firewall Architecture we have an initial rule set
which consists of many rules that decides whether incoming
packet from public network needs to be rejected or accepted
belonging to particular source and destination. These rules
undergo optimization and BDD conversion forming an
optimized rule set.
The above architecture consists of following modules:


Pattern matching Engine



Rule Optimization Engine



BDD Engine

1) Module 1: Pattern matching Engine:
The initial rule set which consists of pre-optimized rules is
taken as input to Pattern matching Engine. We have also
taken another input the incoming packets from public network
captured by packet sniffer. Both the initial rule set and
incoming packets are taken as input for pattern matching.
The rules in initial rule set consists of the fields source
address, destination address, service type, protocol number,
port number, inbound or outbound and action to be taken. The
incoming packets captured by sniffer is pattern matched with
the existing rules in initial Rule set, later packets are rejected
and accepted accordingly. In Fig 2 we have pre-optimized
initial rule set.

Fig 2 TABLE I: Pre-optimized Initial Rule set
2) Module 2: Rule Optimization Engine:
The pattern matching engine takes the decision of packets to
be rejected and accepted, along with it a counter is maintained
that has number of times rules were compared. The counter
along with initial rule set is input for Rule Optimization
Engine. In Fig 3 we have modules within Rule Optimization
Engine.

Fig 3. Rule Optimization Engine
Fig 1. Architecture of Optimized Firewall
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Rule Reduction:
In this phase the rules that have the same source, destination,
protocol and action but difference in inbound and outbound
fields then they will be combined as single rule. The rule
reduction will minimize the pattern matching overhead and
improves the performance of firewall. In Fig 4 we have
reduced.

high priority for rejecting rule efficiently rule compared to Fig
2.
3) Module 3: BDD Engine:
The optimized rules received from rule Optimization Engine
is given as input to BDD module. The module will
automatically take the optimized rule list as input and
provides its corresponding. blif file (convert into binary) as
output. The algorithm developed for the blif file creation is as
follows:
Input: Optimized Rule List
Output: containing binary form of the rule list.
1) Take each rule from the rule list.

Fig 4. TABLE II: Rule Reduction

2) Extract the protocol number, source address and port, and
destination address and port.

Auto Rule Rejection:
When malicious packets are sent frequently and increases the
traffic of incoming packets it degrades the performance of
firewall. Resolving this issue is done by our Rule optimization
engine, the engine automatically rejects these packets after
certain counter limit exceeds, thus improving the performance
of firewall. In Fig 5 we have table with auto rejection rule R4
added as it exceeds its counter limit.

Fig 5. TABLE III: Auto Rule Rejection
Optimized Rule Set Total Reorder:

3) Convert each part in to its binary format in required
number of bits.
4) Store the each part of the converted binary form in to the
file
This blif file is input to CUDD package to receive optimized
BDD output files BDD algorithm decides packet rejection and
acceptance. Thus we get the optimized access rule set which
enhances early acceptance and rejection of packets with less
overhead in comparison and computation.
The above optimized rule set in binary replaces the initial preoptimized rule set. The cycle of optimizing rule set continues
to create dynamic optimized firewall rule set as, our Firewall
Optimizer keeps continuous watch on incoming packets
packet enters from public network.
B. Implementation
The Firewall Optimizer is coded in Vb.Net and its working is
tested on 3-4 systems with different OS configuration
(Windows 7, Ubuntu). We have used Iperf tool to generate
TCP and UDP packet traffic to test the project.
C. Test Scenarios

Fig 6. TABLE IV: Optimized Rule Set Reorder:
The Packets that are rejected or accepted by pattern matching
engine will have a counter maintained. The counter is used to
keep count of number of times each rule is compared by
incoming packets of public network. Maintaining counter
helps to reorder the rules which are highly accessed as top
priority in the optimized rule set. When rules are reordered
based on counter it enhances early packet rejection thus
reducing comparison overhead and increases efficiency of
firewall. Fig 6 shows the total reordered optimized rule set
based on counter values in which it keeps auto reject rule at
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We have created some rules for Pre-Optimized Access rule
list of firewall. In the Fig 7 rules for rejecting ICMP, TCP,
UDP and HTTP packets are mentioned.

Fig 7.Pre-Optimized Rule Set
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The pre-optimized rule set is given to Optimization Engine.
The rules with same source and destination address with same
action will be combined as single rule as long as they are
outbound and inbound. The Optimization Rule Engine
provides the Optimized Rule Set in Fig 8. The optimized
rules set have decreased the count of rules from 8 rules to 4
rules.

4) Incoming TCP packets Rejected by Firewall Optimizer
after rule is been added:-

Fig 8.Optimized Rule Set
The Optimized rule is then given for BDD conversion which
converts these optimized rules into binary format.

Fig 10.ICMP ACCEPT REJECT

ICMP Test Scenario:
We are initially able to accept ICMP packets as by default our
firewall optimizer accepts the packet, later we can add rule to
reject ICMP packet by providing destination and source
address which will hence forth stop any ICMP packet
incoming or outgoing through given source and destination
1) Incoming ICMP packets Accepted by Firewall Optimizer
2) Incoming ICMP packets Rejected by Firewall Optimizer
after rule is been added
In Fig 9 the inbound reject rule for ICMP is added and in Fig
10 the screenshot of ICMP packets rejected is shown.

Fig 11.TCP ACCEPT REJECT
UDP Test Scenario:
We are able to accept UDP packets as by default our firewall
optimizer accepts the packet, later we can add rule to reject
UDP packet by providing destination and source address
which will hence forth stop any UDP packet incoming or
outgoing through given source and destination. In fig 12 both
scenarios are shown
5) Incoming UDP packets Accepted by Firewall Optimizer:6) Incoming UDP packets Rejected by Firewall Optimizer
after rule is been added:-

Fig 9. ADD ICMP RULE
TCP Test Scenario
We are able to accept TCP packets as by default our firewall
optimizer accepts the packet, later we can add rule to reject
TCP packet by providing destination and source address
which will hence forth stop any TCP packet incoming or
outgoing through given source and destination. In fig 11 both
scenarios are shown
3) Incoming TCP packets Accepted by Firewall Optimizer

Fig 12.UDP ACCEPT REJECT
Auto Rule Rejection:
Our Firewall optimizer has sniffer which continuously
monitors our network, thus if it finds packet repeatedly sent,
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after certain limit our optimizer reject that packet by adding
automatic rule into rule list. In fig 13 auto reject is shown.
7) Incoming ICMP packets Accepted by Firewall Optimizer
(inbound) :8) Incoming ICMP packets Rejected by Firewall Optimizer
(inbound) after counter limit is crossed:

Fig 16. TABLE V: Performance Comparison
We have considered the graphical comparison of performance
between BDD packets and Optimized packets in Fig 17. The
graph clearly states that Optimized rule set takes less time
comparison time for packet filtering compared to only BDD
conversion based rule set.

Fig 13.AUTO REJECT
HTTP Test Scenario
In this test scenario we can block HTTP packets from being
sent into our private network by specifying the source and
destination address of the packet. In fig 14 and Fig 15 HTTP
accept and reject screenshots are shown.
9) Incoming HTTP packets Accepted by Firewall Optimizer:10) Incoming HTTP packets Rejected by Firewall Optimizer
after rule is been added:-

Fig 17 . Performance Comparison Graph
The optimized firewall keeps continuous watch on network
and can capture packets to maintain history to optimize the
rule set further. Sniffer is the tool with Firewall Optimizer
that does this watch. Once packets are captured we can filter
them according to given source and destination address which
enhances the monitoring of network. In below figure we have
a snapshot of packets captured based on a particular source
address in Fig 18.

Fig 14.HTTP ACCEPT

Fig 18. PACKET CAPTURE

Fig 15.HTTP REJECT
D. Result and Analysis:
We have considered the tabular comparison of performance
between BDD packets and Optimized packets in Fig 16.
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Sniffer when keeps watch on network it dynamically shows
the captured packets in the active monitor. In fig 19 we have
the active monitor which has the packets displayed based on
specific source or destination address. Packet sniffer starts
receiving the packets asynchronously or iteratively from
connected socket so that we can capture all incoming packets
till stops the sniffer.
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Fig 19. SNIFFER
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The above few test scenarios were implemented by our
Firewall optimizer. We can consider the same scenarios for
Inbound and Outbound packets as well.
We have used iperf as external tool to generate the desired
TCP and UDP packets for testing our Firewall Optimizer. We
can set client and server through iperf which helps in creating
inbound and outbound packets for monitoring efficiency of
our Firewall Optimizer.
4. CONCLUSION
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[12], [13], inter firewall optimization [14] [15] and [16] etc.
Hit count of rule access based re-ordering uses traffic
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The results clearly indicate that the proposed traffic-aware
optimization strategies have great potential to significantly
improve the performance of firewalls and reduce their
operational cost [18].

[18]

Our Optimized Firewall optimizes the firewall rules based on
dynamic packet traffic and also does BDD conversion. It
helps in reducing computation overhead for packet and rule
comparison, thus making the Optimized Firewall more
efficient and better in performance. It also keeps continuous
monitor on our network using sniffer which helps to reject
malicious packets.
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